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Carmine is the founder of AvantisIT LLC - a New York-based innovative
advisory & solutions provider supporting the strategic Information
Technology, Operational & Growth needs of Family Offices, Private
Investment firms and technology-oriented start-ups.
Prior to AvantisIT, Carmine enjoyed a long successful career holding various
senior level Information Technology positions (ranging from IT Director to
Global CIO - Chief Information Officer) in multinational companies like Havas
Media and Young & Rubicam. As such, Carmine has had the privilege to be
intimately involved in technology from the era of mainframes to the latest
mobile and artificial intelligence trends.
Carmine, a self-starter and visionary leader with an acute focus on ‘solving the
business challenges’, devised the thriving business model for AvantisIT LLC
understanding the critical & strategic role that IT plays in ‘advancing the business’ by enabling growth,
gaining competitive advantage, increasing efficiency and contributing to the ‘bottom-line’.
This business philosophy was also the foundation for developing IT4Wealth® (the company’s flagship
system) as a leading integrated Software Solution for Family Offices and Private Investment firms with the
main focus of helping its clients AUTOMATE & STREAMLINE IN A SINGLE PLATFORM the core
operational capabilities while keeping control of the DATA IN HOUSE, achieving significant EFFICIENCY,
and at a REASONABLE COST.
Carmine leads his team in making IT4Wealth® a TRUE PARTNER to its clients (continuing to automate
processes and work-flow) and ensuring IT4Wealth® is a SOUND CHOICE for those in the Family Offices
industry (robust capabilities, cost-efficient fees and customization flexibility).
In addition to serve as the President at AvantisIT, LLC he also heads the company’s software
engineering, development & technical support team.
Carmine has served in various Business Boards and has a long standing & active participation in
Engineering organizations, Executive advisory forums and the Mentor program at Columbia University,
his alma mater for both his Electrical Engineering degree and his Masters in Computer Science.
He is multi-lingual (English, Italian, Spanish), and has a passion for Innovation, knowledge, philanthropy,
travel, history & soccer.

